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The effect of film thickness on water uptake in Nafion films is 

probed via neutron reflectometry for a series of 10 samples with 

thicknesses ranging from 7–103 nm, and the resulting effects on 

ionic conductivity. The water uptake in the lamellae and the bulk-

like layer varies non-monotonically, decreasing as the equivalent 

Nafion thickness increases from 7 nm to 12 nm, increasing with 

increasing film thickness for equivalent Nafion thicknesses ranging 

from 12 nm—60 nm, and then constant for films with equivalent 

thickness ≥ 60 nm. Composition depth profiles are used to predict 

the anisotropic ionic conductivities, which are used in a flooded-

agglomerate model of PEMFC catalyst layers to predict the effect 

of lamellar structure transport properties on PEMFC performance. 

 

Introduction 

 

Due to its high ionic conductivity and chemical, mechanical, and thermal stability, 

Nafion(1) is the state-of-the-art polymer electrolyte material for a range of 

electrochemical energy and separation devices, including polymer electrolyte membrane 

fuel cells (PEMFCs),(2–6) batteries,(7,8) water electrolyzers,(9,10) and chemical 

sensors.(11–13) For PEMFCs, most attention has focused on bulk membrane 

properties.(14–23) Only recently has attention turned to thin film properties, which more 

closely reflects the Nafion found in the catalyst layer (CL), the complex heterogeneous 

region where limiting charge-transfer processes occur in the PEMFC (Figure 1).  Recent 

work suggests that high transport resistance in CL Nafion contributes to poor PEMFC 

performance with low Pt loading,(4,24–27) but the limitations’ specific causes and how 

to address via PEMFC design are not fully understood.(26–28) Understanding is hindered 

by the complex microstructure of the CL, where thin Nafion layers coat ionomer-flooded 

agglomerates of carbon-supported Pt catalyst nanoparticles, and by the influence of 

multiple material interfaces and operating conditions on the thin-film Nafion properties. 

 

Studies therefore typically use planar thin-films as a model to understand CL Nafion 

properties. Previous studies show deleterious changes in stiffness,(29) water 

uptake(2,25,30–33) water mobility,(2,30) and proton conductivity(24,27,34,35) with 

decreasing film thickness below ca. 60 nm.  Studies also show that water uptake is 

influenced by substrate interfaces,(2,25,31) thermal processing(24,25) and deposition 

method.(25) However, most of these studies report the average sample properties. 

Because transport is driven by local gradients in species free energy and is closely tied to 

the polymer structure in Nafion, in situ depth-profiles are required to correlate the thin 

film Nafion structure with the resulting transport properties.  properties in PEMFC CLs 
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In this work, we report the influence of Nafion thickness on the water uptake and 

anisotropic ionic conductivity for ultrathin Nafion films (ranging from 7–103 nm) coated 

onto SiO2 substrates. Neutron reflectometry (NR) is used as an in situ probe of the Nafion 

thickness and 1-D composition depth profiles.  Hydrophilic substrates such as SiO2 lead 

to alternating water-rich and water-poor lamellae in the Nafion at the substrate 

interface.(30–33) While the more technologically relevant Pt substrate has fewer 

lamellae,(36–38) several factors motivate the focus on SiO2: (i) comparison to previous 

studies with SiO2 as a support,(20,25,27,30–32,39) (ii) greater sensitivity to the lamellae 

is achieved in the multi-lamellar structure on SiO2, which may yield insights into 

structures on Pt; and (iii) chemical treatments to improve Pt dispersion or PEMFC CL 

durability may also generate multi-lamellar Nafion structures at Pt and carbon interfaces. 

 

Using these results, we calculate effective ionic conductivities for Nafion thin films 

with interfacial lamellae. Results show how the Nafion thickness, structure, and water 

uptake influence conductivity in the PEMFC CL.  We then construct a 1D, continuum-

level PEMFC CL simulation (anode and cathode) to predict the PEMFC performance 

with varying thickness of the Nafion layer coating CL agglomerates.   These simulations 

demonstrate how complex interactions between the Nafion thickness, structure, and water 

uptake influence PEMFC performance in ways that are sometimes non-intuitive.  While 

not intended to be fully predictive, they demonstrate that varying Nafion properties 

within the thickness range of 5-60 nm can have important effects on PEMFC 

performance, and thus motivate the need for additional accurate measurements of Nafion 

transport properties and structure-property relationships as a function of thickness, 

substrate, and chemical environment in relevant PEMFC operating environments. 

 

 

Methods 

 

Sample Fabrication and NR Measurement   

 

A detailed explanation of the NR data collection and fitting process is given in our 

previous publication,(32) but briefly: a series of Nafion thin-films were deposited onto 

Figure 1.  Illustration of PEMFC catalyst layer limiting processes associated with the 

flooded agglomerates, as highlighted in the call-out.  
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polished Si wafers.  The Si wafers were cleaned via detergent scrub and UV-ozone 

treatment prior to deposition, and films were deposited via spin coating, from a 

commercial dispersion diluted with ethanol.  The concentration of the dispersion and, in 

some cases, the spin speed were used to control the thickness of the resulting Nafion film.  

Spin-coat recipes are provided in Table I.  Samples were subsequently heated for ≥ 1 hr 

at 60
o
C under vacuum to ensure solvent removal, adhesion to the substrate and consistent 

thermal history.  Subsequently, samples were installed in the controlled RH chamber, as 

described previously,(32) and NR was measured under 92.1 ± 1.5% RH and at T = 29.6 ± 

0.2
o
C, with dry Ar vapor humidified by H2O.  Error bars throughout the manuscript 

represent plus or minus one standard deviation. For select samples, NR was also 

measured under 92.0% RH humidified by D2O and/or under 0% RH (dry Ar vapor). 

 

NR measures the intensity of a reflected neutron beam as a function of grazing angle 

from the surface.  Fitting NR data determines the 1-D depth profile (averaged in the plane 

of the film) of the scattering length density (SLD), which is the linear combination of the 

known bound coherent scattering lengths bk [nm] of all isotopes k in the layer, multiplied 

by their number density nk [1/nm
3
]:  

 

SLD = b
k
n
k

k

∑      [1] 

 

Unlike x-ray probes, the neutron SLD can be highly sensitive to light elements, and bk 

varies greatly with the isotopes of certain elements. In particular, the contrast between 

water (SLDH2O = -5.6x10
-5 nm

-2) and dry Nafion (SLDNafion = 4.16x10
-4 nm

-2
) makes NR 

very sensitive to water content fluctuations through the Nafion film thickness, while the 

large SLD contrast between H2O and D2O (SLDD2O = 6.36×10-4 nm
-2

) allows for precise, 

accurate determination of the water concentration profile, as described previously.(32) 

 

In this study, humidified Nafion is modeled as a mixture of water and dried Nafion, 

where the SLD of the two-phase mixture at any given depth z is equal to a linear 

combination of the individual phase SLDs, weighted by their volume fractions: 

 

              [2] 

 

In the second term, (1-Vwater(z)) is used because the volume fraction of the two phases 

sums to one.  In this manner, the SLD profile determined from fitting the NR data 

provides the depth profile of the water volume fraction, Vwater.   

 

 
Sample tNaf 

(nm) 

% volume Nafion 

in dilution 

Stage 1 spin 

speed (RPM or 

Hz × 60) 

Stage 1 time 

(s) 

Stage 2 spin 

speed (RPM or 

Hz × 60) 

Stage 2 time 

(s) 

7 0.72 3500 60   

12 1.74 3500 60   

20 1.50 3500 60   

42 5.01 3500 60   

60 7.52 500 3 3500 60 

103 11.11 550 4 3500 60 

SLD(z) =V
water
(z)SLD

water
+ (1−V

water
(z))SLD

Nafion

Table I.  Nafion-Ethanol dilutions and spin-coat recipes for all samples in the study. 
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NR data was fit using Refl1D,(40) using the “individual layer” model described 

previously,(32) which models the SLD profile as a series of slabs with finite thickness, 

interfacial width (i.e. “roughness”) and SLD. For all fits, reduced χ2
 values ≤ 1.26 were 

obtained, signifying excellent fits.   

 

Estimating Transport Properties in Thin-film Nafion and Lamellae 

 

Estimating the transport properties of CL Nafion remains a challenge, due to the 

complex microstructure of the CL and to a limited number of measurements in thin-film 

Nafion.  To provide a first-order approximation of CL Nafion transport parameters, a few 

basic assumptions are made. Because there have been no studies to calculate transport 

properties in Nafion lamellae as a function of water uptake or ionic domain structure, our 

a priori assumption is that the local ionic conductivity for thin-film Nafion obeys the 

dependence on λ that has been previously-determined for bulk-like samples:(19)  

 

         σ io = 0.5139λ − 0.326( )exp 1268
1

303
−
1

T

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ,        [3] 

  

where T is the temperature (302.75 K, here) and λ is the molar ratio of water to sulfonic 

acid.  For “well mixed” Nafion, this is a function of the local water content: 

 

λ =
V
water

1−V
water

ρ
H2O

ρ
Nafion

EW
Nafion

MW
H2O

          [4] 

 

where ρ is the mass density (g/cm
3
), EWNafion is the Nafion equivalent weight (mass of 

polymer per mole of sulfonate; 1100 g/mol in this study), and where MWH2O is the 

molecular weight of water (g/mol). In bulk Nafion, the isotropic phase segregation 

implies a constant ratio of sulfonate to backbone groups, which allows for direct 

calculation of λ from Vwater, as in Eq. 4.  For all layers other than the two adjacent to the 

SiO2, Equations 2, 3, and 4 are used to calculate the conductivity for each layer, where 

the fitted layer SLD is used in Equation 2.  Equation 3 is also used to calculate σ as a 

function of λ for the two layers adjacent to the SiO2, but different approaches are used to 

calculate λ for these two layers, depending on the sample thickness. For tNaf < 60 nm, 

phase segregation of the Nafion moieties between the two lamellae closest to the SiO2 

implies that Eq. 4 is invalid. For these samples, λ for the two layers adjacent to the SiO2 

are derived directly from the moles of H2O and SO3H in the ‘atomistic profile’ in our 

previous publication.(32) For the two layers closest to the SiO2 for tNaf ≥ 60 nm, large 

interface widths cause the SLDs of the actual profiles to deviate from the layer SLD 

values fit within the slab model. Rather than using those fit parameters, the layer SLD 

used for eq. 2 is taken as the average minimum (first layer) or average maximum (second 

layer) from the SLD profiles, averaged over all samples in the thick-film regime (tNaf ≥ 60 

nm).  The resulting λ are then used in Equation 3 to determine layer conductivities. 

 

We further assume that reactant species O2 and H2 diffuse through the Nafion as 

dissolved species in the absorbed water.  To first order, then, the local diffusion 

coefficients for these species are approximated as proportional to the local water content: 
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D
k
=
V
water

V
water

o
D
k

o ,                [5] 

 

where Vw is the actual local water volume fraction and where V
water

o
and D

k

o
 are the water 

volume fraction and diffusion coefficient measured for bulk Nafion samples, respectively. 

 

Again, these assumptions are intended as a first-order approximation, to assess the 

potential impact of finite thickness effects and interfacial lamellae on CL transport 

processes. They are most likely accurate for the bulk-like layers on samples with tNaf ≥ 60 

nm, where the ionic domain morphology is similar to that for bulk Nafion.  For thinner 

layers, and regions with lambda well outside the normal range, factors other than λ no 

doubt influence the value of σ.  More accurate functional relationships can and should be 

developed, in future studies, for enhanced predictive capabilities.   

 

Because of the significant uncertainty of the CL transport parameters, we restrict our 

calculations to estimating the effective ionic conductivity for a series of planar thin films. 

The ionic conductivity (Eqs. 3 and 4) is a non-linear function of the water content, so the 

conductivity of the stack of layers is non-isotropic. For each sample we calculate 

effective conductivities in the surface normal (�!"#$%&) and parallel (�!"#"$$%$) directions, 

relative to the film surface, for a range of expected conductivities with varying Nafion  

thickness. In the surface normal direction, transport is in series across the layers j in a 

film, resulting in a net effective conductivity of:  

 

σ
normal

=
t
j

t
j

σ
jj

∑
,                                                         [6] 

 

while the individual layers contribute in parallel in the surface-parallel direction: 

 

σ parallel =

σ
j
t
j

j

∑

tfilm
,                                                        [7] 

 

summed over all j layers in the film, where tfilm is the total thickness of the, and where the 

individual layer conductivities σj are calculated according to Equation 3. In the absence 

of better estimates, layer conductivities are assumed to be isotropic. Given the significant 

uncertainties, the effective conductivities in Eqs. 6 and 7 establish a range of possible 

variations with varying thickness and interfacial structure. More accurate relationships 

can and should be developed, going forward.   

 

PEMFC Catalyst Layer Simulations: “Flooded Agglomerate” Model 

 

Correlated with decreasing water uptake and decreasing species mobility, competing 

transport effects come into play as the Nafion coating thickness decreases: conductivity 

generally decreases, but decreasing thickness also enables quicker transport into and out 

of the CL agglomerates. To estimate the magnitude of finite thickness effects on CL 

transport and PEMFC performance, a numerical simulation of the PEMFC CLs (anode 
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and cathode) is constructed to calculate the CL overpotentials as a function of current 

density.  The CL processes are illustrated in Figure 1, for a PEMFC cathode.  In the 

model presented herein, we employ a “flooded agglomerate” approach, and focus on 

limiting processes within the agglomerates.  As such, the simulation neglects losses due 

to reactant and product transport in the electrode pores (so-called “concentration 

overpotentials”), neglects transport within the bulk Nafion membrane, and considers the 

Nafion water content in the CL to be in equilibrium with a vapor at the same RH as the 

measurements described above (92%).  Instead, the simulation focuses on the following 

three phenomena, as highlighted by the call-out in Figure 1: 

 

• Absorption and diffusion of H2 and O2 into and through the agglomerate; 

• Proton (H3O
+
) transport between the Nafion membrane and the catalytic sites; and 

• Charge-transfer reactions at the Nafion-Pt interface. 

 

Models based on physical conservation laws derived as continuum partial 

differential and algebraic equations (DAE) were discretized in 1D with a finite-volume 

method and implemented in MATLAB.   The flooded agglomerates are also discretized 

spherically, to enable calculation of diffusion rates to and from the active catalyst 

surfaces.  By integrating out to a long time span with constant boundary conditions, the 

model calculates the steady-state catalyst layer overpotential (� = OCV− �!"##) as a 

function of current density.  Electrochemical models require a complex multi-physics 

approach, and numerous detailed descriptions are found in the literature.(5,19,26,42–44) 

The description for many of the DAEs are therefore common throughout the literature, 

but are summarized, below, for completeness. 

 

Charge Conservation: Conservation of charge determines the electric potential 

profiles in the electrode and ionomer phases.  In any given volume, the model assumes 

charge neutrality within each phase interior in the volume (Nafion and carbon), as well 

as the volume as a whole. The buildup of the charged double-layer at the ionomer-

electrode interface is used to calculate the electric potential difference at the phase 

boundary.  Charge balance equations therefore incorporate the sources and sinks due to 

the faradaic current iFar and current densities due to electric potential gradients: 

 

C
dl

∂ΔΦ
el

∂t
= i

Far
±
∂

∂y
σ

m

eff ∂Φm

∂

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ .                      [8] 

 

The difference between the electrode phase (anode or cathode carbon supports) electric 

potential Φelectrode and the electrolyte/ionomer phase (Nafion thin film) electric potential 

Φionomer is defined as ΔΦel ≡ Φelectrode – Φionomer.  The effective conductivity of phase m 

(carbon or Nafion) per unit geometric area is �!
!"".  The double-layer capacitance per unit 

total volume Cdl can be extracted from equivalent-circuit modeling of experimental data.  

However, the value of Cdl only impacts transient calculations, and as such estimated 

values of Cdl are sufficient for the steady-state overpotentials in this study.  The ± sign on 

the right-hand side of eq. 8 depends on the phase m (+ for the carbon electrode phase, and 

– for the Nafion electrolyte phase).  The faradaic current density, iFar, is defined such that 

it is positive when positive charge is delivered to the carbon phase.  Two versions of Eq. 

8 can be written, once for the carbon phase and once for the Nafion.  However, because 
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there is only one value of the left-hand side derivative at any given time, setting the two 

equal to one another provides the charge-neutrality condition for the volume as a whole: 

 

∂

∂y
σ
electrode

eff ∂Φ
electrode

∂y

#

$
%

&

'
(+

∂

∂y
σ
ionomer

eff ∂Φ
ionomer

∂y

#

$
%

&

'
(= 0 ,                 [9] 

 

which is equivalent to requiring that the ionic and electronic currents, summed over all 

boundaries of a given finite volume, sum to zero.  Eqs. 8 and 9 constitute a set of 

differential and algebraic equations which, taken together, determine the electric potential 

profiles of the electrode and Nafion phases at any given point in time.   

 

Mass and Species Conservation Inside the Agglomerate:  The model assumes 

spherical agglomerates, which are at all times in equilibrium with the RH in the vapor 

phase.  As the local H3O
+
 hydronium ion concentration is fixed (due to the assumption of 

local charge neutrality) by the ionomer equivalent weight, the only species concentrations 

tracked by the model are of absorbed H2 (anode) and O2 (cathode) diffusing between the 

vapor and the catalyst surface.  In spherical coordinates, the conservation equation for 

Ck,agg, the concentration of dissolved species k in the agglomerate interior is written as: 

 

dC
k

dt
=
1

r
2

∂

∂r
r
2
D
k,agg

eff ∂C
k,agg

∂r

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟+ !sk,agg .                                    [10] 

 

Within the interior of the agglomerate, !sk,agg  terms reflect the influence of the faradaic 

current density, while the effective diffusion coefficient:  

 

D
k,agg

eff
=
φNaf,agg

τNaf,agg
2

D
k
               [11] 

 

incorporates water content artifacts (i.e. Dk in eq. 11 is calculated via eq. 5) as well as 

microstructural impacts (the ionomer phase volume fraction φNaf,agg and tortuosity τNaf,agg 

within the agglomerate).  In the ionomer layer that coats the agglomerate, reaction rates at 

the vapor interface (absorption and desorption) are incorporated into !s
k,agg , but there is no 

faradaic current density and the species diffusion coefficients are not impacted by 

microstructural impacts (i.e., the coefficient from eq. 5 is used directly).   

 

 Species production rates due to chemical and electrochemical reactions are 

calculated as the linear combination of net stoichiometric coefficients �!,! and net rates of 

progress �!, summed over all j reactions: 

 

!sk,agg = vk, j !q j
j

∑ ,          [12] 

 

where the �!,! for species k in reaction j is the difference between reverse and forward 

stoichiometric coefficients: vk, j = vk, j
rev
− vk, j

fwd . Rates of progress �!  for a reaction j are 

calculated by mass action kinetics.  For strictly chemical reactions (absorption/desorption 

at the Nafion/vapor interface), this takes the typical form:   
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!q j,chem = k j,fwdΠk Ck[ ]
vk , j
fwd

− k j,revΠk Ck[ ]
vk , j
rev

,          [13] 

 

where kj,fwd/rev are the forward and reverse rate parameters, and where [Ck] is the activity 

concentration of species k.  For electrochemical charge-transfer reactions, an extra 

electric potential term is added to the forward and reverse rates:  
 

!q j,echem = k j,fwdΠk Ck[ ]
vk , j
fwd

exp −
a j,fwdn jFΔΦel

RT

%

&
'

(

)
*− k j,revΠk Ck[ ]

vk , j
rev

exp
a j,revn jFΔΦel

RT

%

&
'

(

)
* ,   [14] 

 

where αj,fwd/rev are the forward and reverse charge transfer coefficients and nj elementary 

charge transferred from the ionomer to the electrode phase by reaction j. F is is the net 

Faraday’s constant, R the universal gas constant, and T the temperature.  All chemical 

reactions are written as thermodynamically reversible, with rates and species 

thermodynamic calculations handled by Cantera.(45) 

 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Water content of ultrathin Nafion films 

 

The Nafion water uptake can be analyzed in terms of three different regions of the 

sample: (i) Vwater,lamellae: the lamellar region, (ii) Vwater,bulk-like: the bulk-like layer plus 

surface layer (when present), and (iii) Vwater,average the entire sample (i.e. regions i and ii). 

In sample names ‘tXX’, the number XX is the sample’s equivalent Nafion thickness, tNaf, 

i.e. the resulting thickness if all water were removed: 

�!"# = 1− �!"#$%,! �!

!

,                                                  [15] 

As detailed in our previous publication,(41) the thickness trends fall into three regimes: 

 

Truncated Regime: For t7, the film consists entirely of lamellae, since the film is 

‘truncated’ before it reaches a thickness where the bulk-like layer forms.  The lamellae 

are on average more water rich than for the subsequent “thin-film” regime, mainly due to 

a high water volume fraction in the water rich layers. 

 

Thin-film Regime: For 7 nm <  tNaf < 60 nm, a thin bulk-like layer (which increases 

its water uptake with thickness) is present between the lamellae and the vapor 

environment.  The lamellar region contains 6 layers with a relatively constant thickness.  

The lamellar water uptake is lower than for the truncated regime, but also increases with 

thickness, remaining slightly higher than Vwater,bulk-like. 

 

Thick-film Regime: For tNaf ≥ 60 nm, both Vwater,lamellae and Vwater,bulk-like increase 

significantly, relative to the values in the other two regimes. Vwater,bulk-like is relatively 

constant in this regime, and equals that expected for bulk Nafion 1100 membranes.  

 

Results demonstrate that the lamellae are influenced by interactions with the substrate 

and the bulk-like layer (or the vapor interface). In the truncated regime, Vwater,lamellae 

ranges from 21–24%.  When the bulk-like layer forms, this drops to 16.7%, and then 
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Vwater,lamellae and Vwater,bulk-like both increase with increasing bulk-like layer thickness. In the 

thick-film regime, Vwater,bulk-like increases to a relatively constant 25.1±0.7%, but 

Vwater,lamellae increases by a greater amount, and ranges from 31.1–40.9%.  The large non-

monotonic and discontinuous shifts lamellar water uptake—despite a constant substrate, 

temperature, and vapor RH—demonstrate the influence of the bulk-like on the lamellae. 

 

Ionic Conductivity of Thin-film Nafion 

 

These results emphasize the importance of in situ depth profiles in revealing not just 

how much water is in the film, but how it is distributed. For example, in the in-plane 

direction, where layer conductivities add in parallel, water uptake variations in the 

structure produce a different total in-plane conductivity than that estimated assuming a 

single layer with average water uptake.  However, the assumption that the dependence of 

conductivity on λ in thin films follows that established for bulk membranes is not valid. 

In the interfacial lamellae, the tortuosity and likely the internal structure of the ionic 

domains differ from bulk-like material, giving rise to a different dependence of 

conductivity on lambda than represented in Equation 3. Even in layers where the ionic 

domain morphology is similar to bulk samples, confinement effects play a role.   

 

Predicted conductivities from the NR profiles are shown in Figure 2.  σaverage is the 

conductivity predicted if Vwater,average were measured and used to calculate the conductivity 

via Equations 3 and 4.  The dashed line is the conductivity of bulk Nafion at these 

conditions.(19,46) Predictions show two trends:  (i) for tNaf ≤ 42 nm, the conductivities 

decrease upon formation of the dry bulk-like layer (at t12), and then increase as the water 

content of the bulk-like layer increases with increasing thickness; (ii) the decreases (i.e. 

σparallel and σnormal become more similar) with increasing thickness, due to the increasing 

contribution from the well mixed, isotropic bulk-like layer.  There is an interesting 

increase in anisotropy for sample t60, due to the significant increase in the lamellae water 

content between samples t42 and t60; this anisotropy mostly disappears for sample t103, 

as the thick, isotropic bulk-like layer dominates the conductivity. We also see that, for 

samples with no bulk-like layer, knowing the concentration depth profile is essential to 

correctly predict the conductivity: the conductivity calculated using the average water 

content (σaverage) is significantly different from both σparallel and σnormal. 

 

Figure 2.  Predicted effective ion conductivities with varying thickness. ‘�!"#"$$%$’ and 

‘�!"#$%&’ correspond to transport direction, relative to agglomerate surface.  ‘σaverage’ 

is based on the average water content of the film, ignoring through-plane variations. 

Dashed line shows the conductivity of bulk Nafion at 29.6 °C and 92% RH. 
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PEMFC Catalyst Layer Simulations 

 

PEMFC CL simulation restults for agglomerates with radius ragg = 500 nm are shown 

in Figure 3, with simulation parameters in Table II.  As shown schematically in Figure 1, 

transport in the CL Nafion includes processes parallel to and normal to the plane of the 

agglomerate shell.  As such, the ‘normal’ and ‘parallel’ conductivities serve as limiting 

cases.  As one would expect from the conductivities in Figure 2, if ‘parallel’ transport 

processes dominate in the PEMFC CL, simulations generally predict better PEMFC 

performance. As the Nafion phase becomes thicker and transport becomes more isotropic, 

the differences between the ‘parallel’ and ‘normal’ predictions decrease, and are mostly 

negligible for tNaf ≥ 60 nm.  For both transport directions, sample t7 (7 nm Nafion shell 

around the agglomerates) gives the best performance, given the low thickness and high 

conductivity.  In general, simulations predict better performance for thinner Nafion films, 

with a few interesting exceptions: in the ‘normal’ direction, sample t20 gives better 

performance than t12.  The increase in conductivity is more than enough to compensate 

for the increase in the shell thickness. Additionally, in the ‘normal’ and ‘parallel’ 

directions, simulations predict better performance for t60 than for t42, correlated with the 

increase in water uptake.  However, we also see transport-limited currents for t60 (the 

sharp upturn in overpotential at i = 1.5 A/cm
2
), which become severe for t103 (limiting 

current ilim = 0.55 A/cm
2
. 

 

The simulations have two important implications.  First, predicted conductivities in 

Figure 2, the ionomer shell coating the CL agglomerates should be as thin as possible.  

For any coating thickness over roughly 50 nm, absorbed species transport (O2 and H2) 

become performance limiting.  Second, in the thickness range 10—60 nm, non-

monotonic variations in PEMFC performance with varying ionomer thickness are 

possible, due to the correlation between film thickness and water uptake for films > 10 

nm thick.  Note that the predictions assume that the only transport limitations in thin-film 

Nafion < 60 nm thickness are due to reduced water uptake.  In reality, additional 

limitations due to confinement and substrate bonding are likely.  While the work here 

provides a first-order estimate of transport limitations in PEMFC CLs, additional study is 

required to determine transport properties of thin-film Nafion with greater accuracy. 

b) Parallel 

Figure 3.  Catalyst layer overpotentials for flooded spherical agglomerates of radius 

ragg = 500 nm.  Ionic conductivities in Nafion use the a) normal and b) parallel 

conductivities from Figure 2. 

a) Normal 
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Table II.  PEMFC CL simulation parameters. 
Parameter Value/Equation 

HH2(Naf) Henry’s Law Constant for H2(Naf) 0.6 (47) 

Anode H2 absorption reaction H! ↔ H!(!"#) 

Anode H2 absorption reaction rate constant 2*10
18

 (m) 

 Anode charge-transfer reaction 2 H(!"#)
!

+ 2 �
!
↔ H!(!"#) 

Anode charge-transfer reaction rate constant 2.5*10
-11

 (m
4
/mol) 

Anode charge-transfer reaction coefficient αfwd 0.5 

Anode charge-transfer reaction activation energy 13.683 (kJ/mol) 

HO2(Naf) Henry’s Law Constant for O2(Naf) 0.1 (48) 

Cathode O2 absorption reaction O! ↔ O!(!"#) 

Cathode O2 absorption reaction rate constant 2*10
18

 (m) 

 Cathode charge-transfer reaction 4 H(!"#)
!

+ O! !"# + 4 �
!
↔ H!O(!"#) 

Cathode charge-transfer reaction rate constant 7.5*10
28

 (m
13

/mol
4
) 

Cathode charge-transfer reaction coefficient αfwd 0.5 

Anode charge-transfer reaction activation energy 23.0 (kJ/mol) (49) 

ragg, agglomerate radius 500 (nm) 

Gas phase volume fraction in CL, φg 0.1 

Nafion ionomer phase volume fraction in CL, φNaf 0.5 

Gas phase tortuosity in CL, τg,CL 1.6 

Specific surface area of agglomerate Asurf,agg, per unit 

volume of CL 
6*10

5
 (1/m) 

Specific Pt surface area Asurf,cat, per unit volume of CL 2.5*10
5
 (1/m) 

Double layer capacitance Cdl 1.5*10
-6

 (F/m
2
) 

Catalyst layer thickness HCL 20 (µm) 

Bulk O2 diffusion coefficient in Nafion, �
!"(!"#)
!  8*10

-10
 (m

2
/s) (44) 

Bulk H2 diffusion coefficient in Nafion, �
!"(!"#)
!  5*10

-9
 (m

2
/s) (47) 

 

Conclusions 

 

In situ NR of ultra-thin Nafion films with an equivalent thickness ranging from 7–103 

nm was collected at T = 29.6 ± 0.2
o
C and RH = 92.1 ± 1.5%, and demonstrates the 

variation in the water uptake and lamellar structure with film thickness.  For films with 

equivalent thickness < 12 nm, the entire sample consists of lamellae.  For thicker films a 

non-lamellar, bulk-like layer is added.  For the samples with equivalent thickness ≤ 42 

nm the water uptake of this bulk-like layer decreases with decreasing thickness, due to 

confinement effects. For films with equivalent thickness ≥ 60 nm, the bulk-like layer 

absorbs the same amount of water as in bulk membranes (λ  =10). Results demonstrate 

that the lamellar water uptake is influenced by interactions with both the SiO2 substrate 

and the bulk-like layer (or vapor interface). On some samples a surface layer was 

observed at the interface between the bulk-like layer and the vapor reservoir, which is 

consistent with the hydrophobic, fluorocarbon rich skin reported in the literature.(50–52)  

  

These NR-fitted depth profiles are used to predict ionic conductivities for the thin-

film samples, using previously established relationships to relate water uptake and 

conductivity.  Results reveal anisotropic conductivities for films in the ‘truncated’ regime, 

and demonstrate that at length scales relevant to PEMFC CL agglomerates, the lamellae 

can have a significant impact on transport limitations, such that small changes in ionomer 

thickness lead to significant variations in the ionic conductivity.  Incorporating these 

transport properties into a flooded agglomerate model of the PEMFC CLs predicts that, in 

general, thinner ionomer films in the CL yield better PEMFC performance, and that non-

monotonic performance variations with increasing CL ionomer thickness are possible. 
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